This paper reports the results of the adoption of a probabilistically defined communication structure in a special algorithm coined as EPSO -Evolutionary Particle Swarm Optimization, which is classified as an evolutionary algorithm using a particle movement rule as the recombination operator. Alternatively, EPSO may be seen as an algorithm of the family of PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization) but with a self-adaptive mechanism applied to make the weights of the movement rule evolve improving the performance of the algorithm. The paper presents results showing that a probabilistically controlled communication (to the particles of a swarm) of the location of the best-sofar point leads to better convergence and that the optimal value of the probability of communication depends on the topology of the surface being searched. Also, full communication (similar to classical PSO) has in all cases been shown to be worse than probabilistically constrained communication. This is demonstrated by comparing results in different test functions and also in the application of EPSO to an industrially relevant application -the reactive power planning in large scale power systems.
Introduction
There are two mechanisms necessary for finding the optimum solution of a given problem in the context of a search algorithm: a movement generator (to produce new candidate solutions) and an evaluation procedure of alternatives in the search space. The simplest and perhaps least efficient search method is a purely random search, where the evaluation of sampled points does not influence the selection of new points.
Meta-heuristic methods employ smart strategies for searching in the solution space. For example, in evolutionary algorithms (EA) the movement mechanism is constituted by the action of mutation+recombination over alternatives, because the concurrence of these two operators proposes new points in space departing from previous locations, which are then subject to evaluation and selection. It is the presence of a selection operator (assuming competition among alternatives to identify which will become the departing points or seeds to generate new points) that distinguishes evolutionary algorithms from other meta-heuristics.
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithms have no selection operator but adopt a specific movement rule that defines how a new particle is created departing from its history and from information from the swarm. This by itself, under controlled circumstances, drives the swarm to the optimum of a problem. The PSO movement rule has dynamic characteristics that drive the optimization process towards the optimum and does not require selection (one could say that selection is trivial). Eberhart and Kennedy developed PSO proposing it as an analogy to swarms of birds or schools of fish [1] -in PSO, individuals may exchange information influencing the outcome of the movement mechanism. This is a concept far from the classical paradigm of EA.
We have said that, in evolutionary algorithms, the movement mechanism is composed of two operators: mutation and recombination. Mutation is a unary operator, acting on a single individual and responsible for generating a new solution -a new individual -by applying random modifications to it. Recombination generates new individuals (new points in the search space) by randomly mixing characteristics from more than one parent (solutions previously found). Some EA give more relevance to the mutation operator while others rely mostly on the recombination operator. These operators, classically defined, are neutral and do not contribute to pushing the search towards optimum: this task is left to the selection rule.
PSO has no mutation operator. However, it is possible to understand the PSO movement rule as a specific form of chromosome recombination. This interpretation derives from the evolutionary concept that is characteristic of EPSO.
This scheme applies to all variants of EA, whether Genetic Algorithms, Evolutionary Programming or Evolution Strategies or other of the kind. As noted before, the driving force behind any EA is the selection operator. For the algorithm to perform a search, it requires the action of the replication or reproduction operators -recombination and mutation -to generate new points in space to be evaluated. The definition of the mutation operator is dependent of the particular problem under analysis.
In the implementations where an individual consists of a string of real values, the mutation procedure causes random perturbations on each variable. The mutation amplitude is governed by the variance of the distribution regulating mutations. When Gaussian mutations are considered, the standard deviation is often called learning rate. Self-adaptive Evolutionary Algorithms have the learning rates adopted as strategic variables and added to the chromosome together with the object variables [7] [8] . During the process, the strategic parameters are themselves subject to mutation and selection and eventually they acquire values that allow a near optimal progression rate towards the optimum [9] . It should be noted that self-adaptation has been used mainly on the mutation operator even if some attempts have been made to create adaptive crossover scheme -a good review is found in [10] .
Recombination generates a new individual by combining features from a set of individuals in the population. For the recombination many forms have been proposed, one of most commonly used being intermediary recombination where the value of any variable in the offspring receives a contribution from all parents. The child value of variable is a result from a method of averaging values of a certain number of parents. Various schemes for choosing parent individuals and adding their contribution exist, including ones that adopt weighted averages with random choosing of weights. The general scheme of the particle swarm movement rule can be examined from this standpoint.
The basic particle swarm movement rule, producing a new individual X i for iteration (k+1) is based on
where is called the particle i velocity and is defined by
where the first term of the summation represents inertia or habit, the second represents memory and the third represents cooperation or information exchange. The parameters A, B, C are diagonal matrices (of a dimension of the search space) with weights fixed in the beginning of the process, b i is the particle i past best position and b G is best location found by the swarm. In a classical particle swarm formulation, parameter A is affected by a decreasing value over time (iterations), while the parameters B and C are multiplied by random numbers sampled from a uniform distribution in [0, 1] .
A different aspect to the movement rule is given by modifying the summation:
This equation shows two things. First, there are four contributors to generate an offspring :
X o a (possibly distant ) past best ancestor b i o the current global best known to this particle b G Second, the sum of the parameters multiplying the four contributors (ancestors) is equal to 1. This expression can be viewed as a specific version of intermediary recombination in EA with μ = 4 parents coupled with a special rule to determine who the parents are (in an intermediary recombination, each variable of the offspring receives a value that results from contributions from all the parents). The parents of a new particle are being chosen from an enlarged population that includes not only the active particles but also the direct ancestors and the set of the past best ancestors.
This recombination rule has the property of pushing the population towards the optimum -in other words it may be biased towards the optimum and not neutral. EPSO algorithms put this rule together with a selection mechanism thus contributing to a double push towards the optimum.
To determine the best values to use in A, B and C, EPSO relies on a self-adaptive mechanism. A, B and C are considered as strategic parameters, in the language of Self-Adaptive EA [9] , and they are subject to selection. Under the pressure of selection they evolve to values adapted to the landscape being searched. This means that when an exploration mode is more profitable to a particle, some parameters are likely to be selected to exhibit large values while when an exploitation mode is more rewarding some parameters may fade away because smaller values give competitive advantage to the particle descendants.
Given a population as a set of particles, the general scheme of EPSO is the following: o REPLICATION -each particle is replicated r times o MUTATION -each replica of particle has its strategic parameters mutated o REPRODUCTION -each mutated particle (plus the original one) generates an offspring through recombination, according to the particle movement rule, described below o EVALUATION -each offspring has its fitness evaluated o SELECTION -using a selection procedure (typically elitist selection), the best particles survive to form a new generation, composed of a selected descendant from every individual in the previous generation
The difference to classical PSO schemes is obvious: EPSO includes the selection operator inherited from evolutionary algorithms. Selection acts on the phenotype but the weights are selected along with and so the weights that led to a particle with a better value survive.
The recombination rule for EPSO becomes:
where -best point found by particle i in its past life up to the current generation 
-is the velocity of particle i at generation k w i1 -weight conditioning the inertia term w i2 -weight conditioning the memory term w i3 -weight conditioning the cooperation or information exchange term P − communication factor: a diagonal matrix with elements of value 0 or 1 determined by a communication probability p (to be discussed in the following section). The symbol * indicates that the parameters will undergo mutation through the scheme 1 01 w* w( N( , )) = + σ with σ as the learning parameter and N(0,1) being the normal distribution. which has been demonstrated to help particles to av getting "stuck" in cases when the co evolves to become dominating and the other terms evolve by fading out. We have also witnessed cases where this parameter seems to be disturbing and then the selection pressure forces it to fade away becoming virtually zero.
One cannot help noticing that two random numbers become multiplied in this formulat * * i3 G w b :
se would be * * w w . This should not be disturbing because the formulation adopted gives insight t t happens: we are aiming at an adaptation of w i3 i4 i3 relative to a probabilistically defined neighborhood of b G . By keeping the two factors independent, we allow that selection acts on one, the other or both elements with different consequences:
1. if the co w 13 regardless of w i4 (particles with smaller w i3 will be more successful and will survive) if the cooperation factor is useful in the search for the optimum, selection will favor larg still far from the optimum and smaller w 14 when near the optimum.
far we have only extensively tested models with equal weights nsiderable interest in researching the behavior of the algorithm when selection may act independently in each direction. Also, we have so far adopted a single value p to all space dimensions but having distinct p j for each dimension j is an interesting possibility to be studied.
In EPSO, the weights are strategic parameters and t ection which forces these parameters towards an efficient set of values that guarantee or accelerate convergence. Unlike in classical self-adaptive evolutionary algorithms, where the mutation operator is adaptive, in EPSO th ombination rule is adaptive. In other words EPSO considers the recombination operator, not the mutation operator, as responsible for adaptation to search space properties. By adapting the weights, EPSO performs selfadaptation of the proportions of contributions of parents to form offspring. The process of selection acts separately on the descendants of each particle. This way, it becomes a parallel process where the interaction among particles is assured by the recombination rule. the process of evolving of EPSO weight values (y axis) over algorithm itera representing the successive sets of weights for the particle that has discovered the current global best point in each iteration. F ution found in each iteration are shown on the graph. In this case, the selection procedure forced a self-adaptation of the memory weight causing it to fade away. This means that particles relying only in the inertia and cooperation terms to form their movement have proved stochastically to be more successful in progressing to the optimum than competitors having larger influence of the memory term. The latter have been eliminated by selection. The values of all weights have had 0.5 as starting point in this case but we can also see that the selection has put the inertia term, most of the times, roughly one order of magnitude smaller than the cooperation term. This self-adapting characteristic has allowed EPSO to start with randomized weights in ]0,1] instead of requiring initial special weights.
Stochastic Star communication topology
he classical, "full" star communication structure represents a communication scheme in which no particle has me hemes, non-adaptive, single swarm, have been considered (other att stochastic star topology for the co he stochastic scheme oscillates between the star arrangement and a selfish version called cognitive model in [13 O and the stochastic star concept, applied to a limited set of test functions and real life T mory about the global best location, the particle b G broadcasts its location in every iteration and all individuals receive this information at the same time.
In [11] [12], alternative communication sc empts exist that deviate from the scope of this paper). One of the conclusions from such work and the attempts of many other researchers in creating adaptive models is that a single static, unique and ideally universal communication scheme appropriate for all possible fitness landscapes does not exist, although some schemes have shown good performance on a range of problems. To address this problem, one may think of three ways: 1. to cluster problems according to specific characteristics allowing the establishment of a correspondence between problem classes and communication topologies desirable, and then to build an identification method able to classify a new problem into one of the clusters so that a specific fixed topology may be used, or 2. to avoid fixed communication topologies and to specify an adaptive mechanism derived for the observation on how the algorithm usually works, or 3. to build an intelligent approach that would in every moment self-adapt the communication topology to the type of problem being dealt with, avoiding a priori classifications. The latter is the approach followed by EPSO as much as possible, although we are still far from a fully self-adaptive method in this respect.
The basic EPSO equation includes communication factors P, thus introducing a mmunication among particles. The communication factor P is a diagonal matrix containing binary variables of value 1 with probability p and value 0 with probability (1-p); the p value, externally fixed, controls the passage of information within the swarm and is 1 in classical formulations (the star). This means that, for each dimension in the search space and in each iteration, there is a probability p that a particle will not receive (use) the information available on the best location found by the swarm -the particle evolves then only under the influence of inertia and memory components or, in EA language, the recombination operator uses only 3 parents and discards the global best as a contributing parent for that specific dimension. eft) and the st T ], where no communication exists and a descendent of an individual is built only of contributions from its ancestor line. One believes that restraining the free flow of information about the global best allows more local search by each particle, eliminates disturbing noise, allows the dynamics of particle movement to be more stable and avoids premature convergence.
Initial experiments with EPS problems, and treating all dimensions in the same way (only one sampled random value compared to p per particle valid for all dimensions in each iteration, in a scheme that we call vector-stochastic) have misled us into believing that a relatively low communication probability of p = 0.20 would usually lead to better results than a classical deterministic star model with p = 1. As we will show, treating each dimension independently (leads to even better results (a scheme that we call dimension-stochastic) and further research is needed.
Moreover, as the stochastic nature of communication is independently applied to each dimension of the global be ch space and may lead to pre unication topologies becomes desirable and justified. Having this in sight, a sig
Effect of using different probabilities of communication
As said, initial experiments with stochastic star probability given as an external parameter to EPSO led to admit ad
Rosenbrock function
he Rosenbrock function has a global optimum difficult to reach, due to its twisted topology in the optimum vic
There were 20 runs for each test. The average error (relative to the known optimum) and RMSE (root mean sq s. It is clear that p = 0.2 isn't optimalthe st, the stochastic star also represents unreliability in the communication channel. In other words, the information broadcasted in each iteration and in a particular dimension about the location of the global best could be lost or become corrupted with partial loss within the communication channel between particles.
It has been shown that a full star communication acts against exploration of the sear mature convergence. On the other hand, alternative structures with extremely low communication between particles, like the ring structure where each particle informs only its direct neighbor, happen to affect the social component of particle swarm optimization and risk to convert the particle swarm search process into something close to a set of parallel individual searches.
A way for generating efficient comm nificant benefit from adopting a stochastic star communication has been verified. Its implementation is algorithmically simple: it is only necessary to implement a probability threshold below which communication is allowed, and above which the communication isn't allowed. Recent work by Clerc [14] has also given some theoretical observations on similarity of the stochastic generation of neighborhoods and stochastic star. The simplicity of stochastic star implementation suggests that it has the potential for a scheme for communication to be made adaptive in the future.
opting the value of p = 0.2 as a rule of thumb [3] , having the stochastic star probability constant during the optimization process. But extensive testing including in real-life applications suggested that this value might not be ideal for all cases. Confirming this assessment, the tests on several typical mathematical functions from the test suite in [15] are presented in this section. In all cases the population was set to 20 particles and the stopping criterion was a fixed number of fitness function evaluations. All others thing unchanged, including random number generator initialization, the tests were conducted by repeating the EPSO algorithm runs and varying only the communication probabilities. All weights were randomly initialized in the interval ]0,1] (an indication that EPSO performance is not greatly dependent on initial weight setting). The learning rate has in all cases been set to 0.2. T inity. It serves as a test for convergence in difficult circumstances.
uare error) of the best solution from optimum are in the following Table 1 . Figure 4 shows the algorithm results after 50000 fitness function evaluation most desirable value is around p = 0.75, which suggests that the optimization of the Rosenbrock function profits from limiting the communication among particles but not to a high degree. However, if the value of communication probability is further raised, the algorithm performance again deteriorates. Observe that when the error value is better also the robustness of the algorithm (defined as the capacity to converge to the same result in different runs) improves. The robustness of the algorithm is a concept in meta-heuristics of industrial application interest: in a real world environment where an operator has only the chance to run once the procedure before making a decision, the level of confidence that it will not produce solutions very different from one time to another, under the same circumstances, must be as high as possible. An algorithm with these characteristics has more value in practice, in these cases, than an algorithm that may give once an extremely good value and in another run a very bad value.
A way to measure the robustness of a meta-heuristic is to evaluate the amplitude of the dispersion of errors rel 00 evaluations ative to the optimum by the RMSE. If the algorithm converges well to the optimum, the average error will in general correlate with the RMSE. This correlation will be disturbed if the solution gets stuck in local optima. In co mal values of co ptimal value, the algorithm's convergence is nvergence and robustness. To confirm this indication, the same tests are also conducted with a less restrictive stopping criterion -with 100.000 fitness function evaluations and the results are depicted in Figure 5 .
In comparison with the previous figure, several implications can be stated. Choosing sub-opti mmunication probability p led to very weak improvement -the achieved error values for suboptimal regions of p [0, 0.5] and [0.85, 1] do not improve significantly after 50000 iterations.
On the contrary, when the p is inside interval [0.5, 0.85], closer to the o significantly better. The compliance of robustness and performance is again confirmed -better values of p led to both better robustness and better convergence properties. [ ]
s it is visible from Figure 6 , with this function EPSO exhibits sub-optimal behavior with very low and very high A va isible if the behavior of the algorithm is compared to the one with the Rosenbrock lues of probability of communication. Outside these regions, the algorithm seems to be insensitive to altering the probability of communication. An interesting characteristic is v function. Even though EPSO with Schwefel's function shows very different responses when changing the probability of communication, the algorithm robustness again follows the algorithm performance. When the algorithm performs better -the average in a set of runs gets closer to the optimum, also the diversity of achieved values becomes lower. On the contrary to previously examined functions, this function significantly profits from exploiting very low probability of communication. It has a relatively high number of local optima, so in this case parallel searches practically without exchange of information seem to be the best performers.
CEC 2005 Shifted Sphere Function
One of typical test functions used by evolutionary algorithms researchers, especially in theoretical observations, is Sphere (or Parabola) function. The function value basically represents Euclidean distance from the optimum. CEC 2005 version is unimodal, shifted, separable and scalable function in 10-dimensional space. The domain is restricted to hypercube [-100, 100] 10 .
[ ] The graph represents runs with only 1000 fitness function evaluations. If allowed to run for higher number of fitness function evaluations, EPSO reaches the optimum practically regardless of probability of communication used.
However, the correlation in behavior of algorithm robustness and performance is again confirmed: for values of p where the algorithm has slower convergence, its robustness is also worse. This holds even for such low number of algorithm iterations and for a simple function being optimized. 
Application of EPSO to reactive power planning problem
In this section we present the results of the application of EPSO to an important practical problem in the domain of Power Systems. We understand that full apprehension of the problem is likely to be achieved only by people in the area. The following description has enough material to make it conceptually fully understandable to power system experts although we recognize that people outside the area may not be familiar with vocabulary or assumptions. However, we wish to make the case that the behavior observed in test problems is present in complex real world cases.
The reactive power planning (RPP) is a demanding problem in power system optimization. Reactive power is needed for the operation of a number of electric devices, but the flow of reactive power throughout the electric network is in many cases undesirable, because it originates power losses and loss of transmission capacity (with financial consequences) as well as unacceptable (low or high) nodal voltage levels. It is however possible to regulate the amount of reactive power injected in a power system -and reactive power compensation devices are used in that case.
RPP can be defined as determining the location and capacity of reactive power compensation devices to be purchased and installed within a given planning period. While trying to keep investment as low as possible over the planning period, the voltage profile (voltage levels throughout the power network) should be adequate and also energy losses in the network should be minimized. These criteria are clearly conflicting in many cases, so the optimal solution becomes depending on a tradeoff. Also, while the reactive power control problem gives only the optimal set of control variables [16] , reactive power planning [17] defines the most appropriate locations to install the reactive power compensation devices and their types and sizes.
The problem has added difficulty since during the day or the year load levels in an electric power system vary significantly, so a set of control variables, perfectly suitable for daily periods with high network loads, could be highly inappropriate for night periods with lower loads. Control variables are responsible for keeping the voltage profile within adequate limits and avoid voltage collapse or overvoltages. Therefore, besides the amount of reactive power to be compensated by newly installed devices, the problem variables have also to include other variables such as transformer tap settings and settings on voltage-regulated buses (with generators, switched capacitor banks or static compensators).
To be able to assess the network conditions and determine whether the operating conditions are acceptable, load flow calculations are required for every set of problem variables. This makes the fitness function, responsible for the evaluation of solutions, significantly heavier in computational terms than the mathematical test functions. Its complexity derives not only from this fact but also from being associated with discrete or non-differentiable cost functions.
By taking advantage of EPSO robustness of convergence, we were able to build an application that proposes decisions for future installation of reactive power compensation devices. EPSO was chosen since it has already proven to be successful in solving similar problems from the domain of power system operation [2] , [18] , [19] . The distinctive characteristic of new application is that it is able to take into account not only a basic scenario, but also selected contingency scenarios associated with given probabilities. The multiple scenario approach makes the calculation of fitness even more difficult in computational terms.
There are two factors that distinguish network scenarios: load levels and network structural changes. Structural scenarios are distinct from one another in the fact that they correspond to a diversity of contingencies that might occur in the network. Contingencies in power systems are related to discrete events or situations where network elements become unavailable with direct influence on network performance. Each contingency case is associated with a given probability or unavailability, and usually one considers a base case with a high probability value and then contingency scenarios. Different load levels correspond to different energy/power demand.
Finally, each scenario in the RPP corresponds to a combination of load and structural scenarios and its probability will be the product of partial scenario probabilities. EPSO fitness function for this problem is built from three different functions: capacitor investment cost, cost of energy losses and penalization function for violating voltage limits. Notice that we use here the terms cost and fitness as equivalents although some people prefer to define fitness as a maximizing function: if cost is an index of fitness, when one is minimizing cost one is maximizing fitness.
This fitness function is subject to constraints related to a reactive planning problem. The problem is basically formulated as: , ,
where sf C represents a scale factor of the investment function, represents candidate buses, the set of nodes where the devices may be installed, a subset of the set of candidate nodes. and
C p k represent the cost of installation and purchase of devices for k-th candidate bus, respectively. The algorithm is capable of per-node handling of different installation and purchase costs, in order to take into account variations related to specific installation conditions. For instance, the price for installation of a compensation device in a city centre might be higher than in a rural area and the actual installation costs have to include the penalties needed to be paid if energy is not supplied to customers. The devices that already exist in the network can get zero cost and may be either reinforced or ignored.
To be able to cope with varying network load levels, more expensive switched capacitor banks can be used in place of fixed capacities. The algorithm handles purchase costs for each bank by breaking it down in two components: The second part of fitness function takes into account total power losses in the system are used as main factor for energy loss function. For each load level and structural scenario observed, the system losses are calculated from Newton-Raphson power flow results and the load level duration. The formulation is
where sf E represents scale factor for energy cost function, N L number of load levels, PL j power loss at load level j, T j planning time duration of load level j, and MC j marginal cost of energy for load level j. The costs are specified for each load level since marginal energy prices usually have high volatility and significantly vary between peak and off-peak periods. The total voltage level penalty is a linear combination of factors proportional with linear and squared voltage deviation, which make possible to represent penalty policies. The basic idea is to make this constraint "soft", in order to avoid impairment of exploration of search space by too strict restrictions.
where sf V is scale factor of voltage limit penalty function, and sf M represents scale factor for linear penalty function. The solution is penalized if its node voltages are out of limits. Penalties thus distort the search space and influence EPSO particle movement with a gradient that pushes particles out of regions with undesirable voltage conditions. Large penalty factors ensure that the algorithm always prefers solutions with acceptable voltage levels, so the particles are vigorously kept in the regions with acceptable voltages -but they do not allow the discovery of a solution close to the boundary that would lead to a significant reduction in investment. There is also a trade-off here. The final planning application requires the following inputs: a network configuration (i.e. nodes and branches of a network configuration, for base and for contingency cases), subset of nodes defined as candidate nodes for the installation of devices, sets defining available transformer tap settings, and finally node voltage limits for nodes with voltage regulation -plus all costs.
The variables are encoded in a search vector space as follows: the first N c variables represent the reactive power injection in a particular node, ranging from to . Each value Q 
So far the number of vector space dimensions is N c + N T + N VR . These variables are further repeated N s times in order to represent the situation for each of load levels at each structural configuration scenario.
Although investment depends on the capacitors to be installed, and these are derived from the Q variables, this algorithm takes in account the margin of control available in the system (using transformer taps and generator excitation) and therefore avoids possible excessive investment. For each scenario a Newton-Raphson power flow calculation is performed, energy losses and node voltages follow. When all scenarios are examined, new device sizes and types are determined. If the necessary reactive power injection for a candidate node is the same over all periods, then a cheaper fixed injection device (a fixed capacitor bank) should be purchased. Otherwise, if the power injection in a candidate node varies over periods, a fixed size device needs to be purchased for the lowest determined reactive power needed, and more expensive switched or varying injection devices for the remainder of injected power should also be purchased.
The algorithm has been successfully implemented using a high-performance computation library developed in INESC Porto. It has been tested on both simulation cases and real networks. A case of testing the algorithm on IEEE 30 node test system is presented. The full set of data may be requested from the authors, To illustrate the trade-off that a planner must face in finding the optimal solution for a particular case, the IEEE 30 node network has been optimized with different values of allowed voltage deviations. Planner allowing higher voltage deviations, in other words allowing the operating conditions in the network to be farther from "ideal", can achieve higher energy savings while keeping the investments lower. This is illustrated in the following According to the specific company policy, a planner is responsible for choosing a point on a Pareto front such as in Figure 10 . Further development of this application will be towards employing techniques that minimize the planner's effort: a foreseen enhancement is to couple the algorithm with Monte Carlo simulations, which will become responsible for generating scenarios (network states) which is particularly important in today's distribution networks containing distributed generation. This is made possible due to the acceptable running times of the EPSO algorithm. The EPSO employed in the application for reactive power planning also takes advantage of the stochastic star communication scheme. Figure 11 shows the variation of the total costs of the best solution found by EPSO for reactive power planning on the IEEE 30-node test network in 5 runs for each p value. The communication probability p is the only parameter being systematically modified, the weights being randomly initialized in ]0,1]. The results reveal that altering the communication probability does not severely affect algorithm convergence -the maximum difference in costs compared is below 2% after 200 iterations. However, the advantage of not having full communication is still observed, namely in the fact that at lower p values the quality of convergence is assured for a much smaller computing effort.
Also, if the algorithm is allowed to run longer (more iterations), the difference between optimal and suboptimal values of p further diminishes. Note, however, that the behavior of the RPP function is very dependant on the network configuration and the effect of a stochastic star in the quality of convergence may become relevant in problems of a larger scale than the one discussed above. Objective function value Figure 11 . Results of EPSO for the RPP in relation to the stochastic star probability tested on IEEE 30-node network with varying communication probability (average of five runs).
Conclusion
Both from theory and experiments, various researchers have confirmed that the "social feature" of particle swarm algorithms -scheme of interchanging information between particles -is of crucial importance for its performance. Static communication schemes, initialized only when starting the optimization process, also seem not to be the desired choice, a conclusion not only derived from the results with p = 1 in this paper but also from the comparisons reported elsewhere [3] between the performance of EPSO and PSO. The paper presents a stochastic star scheme that implements an oscillating social network topology -the one that alternates between selfish-ignorant and fully cooperative scheme. One remarkable advantage lies in its algorithmically simple implementation and no need for specific weights (random initialization seems enough).
Tests conducted with the external setting of stochastic star probability indicated a correlation between algorithm robustness and its performance. They are strongly correlated -when the stochastic star probability (and hence the social network topology) is optimal for the particular fitness landscape, the algorithm's performance and robustness both improve at the same time. The algorithm reaches the optimum with less fitness function evaluations and is also more reliable, i.e. has less divergence among results achieved in repeated runs. This is a result expected in general and should especially be expected for an algorithm not getting stuck in local optima.
This conclusion holds for both difficult and simple mathematical functions. Unfortunately there is no "typical" behavior and hence no actual optimal value of communication probability that would be suitable for all functions could be found. It seems as if the algorithm performance would require more local search in problems with multiple local optima and this local search is achieved with low values of p. The problem here is again of recognition a priori of the type of problem one is facing, in order to select an adequate p (if p = 0.1 then the particle, in a specific dimension, will only use information on the whereabouts of the global best once in ten iterations on average, meaning that its behavior will be dominated by the memory factor most of the iterations -or, in other terms, only one out of every ten dimensions of a particle receive information about the location of the global best in each iteration) . This observation leads the authors to strongly believe on the potential and feasibility of an adaptive (or even self-adaptive) scheme for the variable of p as well as distinct p values for every space dimension -this would eliminate the need for an a priori recognition and instead would learn from examples during the solving of the problem.
This dimension-stochastic version, where allowing information to reach a particle is sampled on a per dimension basis, has proven in our experiments to be more efficient that earlier versions where the decision to receive information about the global best was made on a per particle basis, even if governed by a probability threshold. This made us review the concept of communication probability and to step back on recommended values earlier published. It is clear that our version of EPSO seems to behave more efficiently that the PSO code made public in [4] -a result not reported in this paper but in a related publication [3] -but it is also clear that more research is required to make the progress mechanisms of EPSO with stochastic star fully understood.
The paper also presents a successful application of EPSO to the reactive power planning problem, a difficult problem from the domain of power system optimization, with a complex objective function and a large scale search space -in a real world problem, this could easily reach the scale of hundreds of variables. EPSO performance in this problem also displayed the behavior detected in laboratory test functions, namely showing that a stochastic star structure speeds up considerably the solving of the problem.
Further research will be directed towards investigating various particle "communication skills", coupled with creating adaptive stochastic communication schemes based on the principle of the stochastic star. The simplicity of the stochastic star scheme and the simplicity of its updating will be of helpful nature in these efforts.
